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Excitations of liquid 4He in disorder and boson localization
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We present neutron-scattering measurements of the excitations of liquid4He confined in Vycor glass focus-
sing on wavevectors in the range 1.55 Å21<Q<1.80 Å21 and temperatures around the superfluid—normal
fluid critical temperatureTc . 4He adsorption isotherms have been measured on the Vycor sample in order to
control filling. The superfluid density of4He in the sample was measured using a sound velocity technique
yielding a superfluid to normal fluid critical temperature ofTc52.05 K at full filling. The liquid 4He in Vycor
supports well-defined phonon-roton excitations above the critical temperature in Vycor suggesting the exis-
tence of localized Bose-Einstein condensation~BEC! in the normal phase aboveTc . The phonon-roton exci-
tations ~localized BEC! appear to exist up to temperatures ofTl52.17 K. At full filling the phonon-roton
excitations have energies that are the same as those in bulk superfluid4He within precision. The liquid also
supports layer modes for wave vectors in the roton region (1.90 Å21<Q<2.10 Å21) as observed previously
in Vycor, aerogel, MCM, and Geltech silica.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.014514 PACS number~s!: 67.40.Db, 64.70.Ja, 61.12.Ex
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I. INTRODUCTION

The impact of disorder on Bose-Einstein condensat
~BEC!, on superfluidity, and on the elementary excitations
Bose systems is a topic of great current interest.1–9 Recent
experimental examples of bosons in disorder are alkali at
in traps combined with optical lattices or molecular impu
ties and liquid 4He confined in porous media.4,10–17 Other
examples are Cooper pairs in high-Tc materials,18 flux lines
in type II superconductors,19–21 disordered thin films,22 and
Josephson-Junction arrays.23,24

Model calculations of BEC and superfluidity in a dilu
Bose gas containing disorder atT50 K find that disorder
reduces superfluid densityrs(T) more than the condensa
fraction,n0(T).3 This result has been impressively extend
to dense Bose liquids using Monte Carlo techniques.8 Indeed
for strong enough static disorder the superfluid density
be reduced below the condensate fraction. Model calc
tions of BEC and superfluidity in a dilute Bose gas in dis
der at finite temperature suggest thatTc is suppressed below
TBEC by disorder.9 Conceivably, therefore, with an increas
in temperature, a state could be reached where the ma
scopic superfluidity andrs(T) have gone to zero but th
condensate fraction, at least in some regions of the syste
still finite. In this event, we could have regions of BEC wi
no superfluidity across the sample. In this case, diso
would separate the superfluid to normal fluid critical te
perature,Tc , from the critical temperature for BEC,TBEC,
with Tc,TBEC.
0163-1829/2004/69~1!/014514~10!/$22.50 69 0145
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Specifically, disorder can also localize BEC. Model stu
ies and simulations have demonstrated that the conden
can be isolated to specific regions by disorder.2,25 Similarly,
in superconductors regions of superconductivity where th
is a finite energy gap can be localized by disorder18 and
perhaps be fluctuating in time. In these models there can
temperature region or a level of disorder in which the co
densate is localized to favorable regions. These island
condensate are separated by regions of normal fluid. In
circumstance, there is phase coherence over short le
scales in local regions only. Observable superflow across
sample appears at a lower temperature where the island
BEC are larger and become connected so that there is p
coherence across the whole sample.

In recent neutron-scattering experiments, we have
served evidence that there is localized BEC above
superfluid-normal transition temperature,Tc , of liquid 4He
in porous media. Specifically, we observe phonon-ro
~P-R! excitations aboveTc in liquid 4He in Vycor15,26 and
Geltech silica27 ~for comment see Refs. 16 and 28!. Since
observable P-R excitations at wave vectorsQ>1 Å21 arise
because there is a condensate, this shows that there mu
a condensate aboveTc , at least in some regions in the medi
At the same time, since the excitations at higherQ have short
wavelengths, the dimensions of the regions could be q
small. In these porous media, the regions of BEC might
expected to have coherence lengths of 20–50 Å. To d
only three temperatures aboveTc in two samples have bee
investigated.
©2004 The American Physical Society14-1
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FRANCESCO ALBERGAMOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 014514 ~2004!
In this context we have made inelastic neutron-scatte
measurements of the P-R excitations of liquid4He in a spe-
cially prepared sample of Vycor at several temperatures n
Tc and aboveTc . We have also made a separate superfl
density measurement of this sample. The superfluid–nor
fluid transition temperature of this sample is found to beTc
52.05 K. The present results show that there are w
defined and clearly observable P-R excitations aboveTc .
The excitations are observed up toTl52.17 K. Specifically,
right at Tc52.05 K for this sample there are clearly obser
able P-R modes with'40% of the observed scattered inte
sity in the P-R mode. The weight of the P-R mode at wa
vectorsQ*1.5 Å21 scales withT approximately withrs(T)
in bulk liquid 4He and vanishes approximately atTl . We
have also recently reported direct measurements of the
densate fraction in the present Vycor sample.29 While these
measurements show that there is definitely a condensa
4He in Vycor, the critical temperature for BEC is not we
determined.

In Secs. II and III we describe the sample, the neutr
scattering measurements and the model that was fitted to
observed data, respectively. The results are presented
discussed in Secs. IV and V, respectively.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample synthesis and characterization

The Vycor sample was synthesized at Corning Glass b
S. Danielson using 99.95%11B enriched B2O3 to reduce neu-
tron absorption arising from10B. After cutting, the samples
were dried at 350 °C in flowing helium gas and thereaf
kept under a helium atmosphere.

We made adsorption isotherm measurements on 223
of the sample used for the neutron-scattering experim
@mass m511.393(1) g and dimensions (44.2310.0
316.8) mm3] as shown in Fig. 1. The adsorption diagram
interpreted as follows. For reduced pressurep, defined as the

FIG. 1. Adsorption isotherms of4He in the present Vycor
sample atT52.4060.01 K. P/P0 is the ratio of measured pressu
P to the saturated vapor pressure of bulk4He at T52.40 K, P0.
The solid line shows the adsorption branch; the dotted line sh
desorption branch. Full filling is at 6 mmol g21. nlay indicates the
filling at which the ‘‘dead’’ ~solid! layers on the Vycor surface ar
completed,ncc the filling at which capillary condensation filling
begins.
01451
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ratio of measured pressureP to the saturated vapor pressu
P0 , p[P/P0,0.05, the helium entering the pores is tight
bound to the Vycor surface, probably forming solid layer~s!
on the substrate. Further helium entering the pores up
reduced pressurep'0.6 is interpreted as completing o
forming one or more layer~s! that remain liquid. Forp
*0.6, the helium coalesces in the liquid state within t
pores yielding the so-called capillary condensation~here be-
tweenp'0.60 andp'0.85). Further adsorption is believe
to occur in larger pores. The sample used in the neut
scattering experiment was at pressure slightly below SVP
indicated in Table I.

B. Neutron-scattering experiment

The neutron-scattering data were taken on the IN6 tim
of-flight spectrometer at the Institut Laue-Langevi
Grenoble, France, using an incident neutron wavelength
l54.62 Å. Measurements were conducted at several t
peratures ranging fromT50.30 K toT52.40 K, obtained in
a 3He cryostat. The aluminum thermal screens of the c
ostat were covered by Cd shields to lower the noise due
reflections. The sample was held in an aluminum tube~inner
diameterdi520 mm, outer diameterdo524 mm, heighth
565 mm) which had its upper and lower parts masked
Cd shields. The filling of the Vycor was slightly different a
each temperature, due mainly to change of the equilibri
pressure in the sample cell.

C. Data reduction

A summary of the temperatures investigated and the
ing of the Vycor at each temperature is presented in Tab
The scattering intensity from the empty Vycor sample p
can was determined atT50.30 K, as indicated in Table I
This was subtracted from the intensity observed for fill
Vycor. The resulting net intensity observed at each tempe
ture was arranged inQ bins of width 0.05 Å21 in the range
0.55 Å21,Q,2.15 Å21. Examples of the resulting ne
scattering intensity,SE(Q,v;T), at four wave vectors and
several temperatures are shown in Fig. 2. In order to comp
S(Q,v;T) at different temperatures, we must compare sc
tering intensities for the same quantity of liquid4He at each
temperature. However, as noted in Table I, the fillings d
fered somewhat at different temperatures. To correct for
small difference we normalized the function fitted to the d
to a given amountnL of liquid 4He at each temperature.

s

TABLE I. Experimental conditions for the neutron-scatterin
experiment. FF is the amount of helium adsorbed in Vycor
pressed in filling fraction units. Typical errors on the sample te
peratureT, filling fraction, and relative pressureP/P0 are 0.01 K,
0.005, and 0.01, respectively.

T(K) 0.30 0.39 1.80 1.95 2.05 2.15 2.25 2.40
FF 0.000 0.826 0.914 0.932 0.893 0.878 0.870 0.8
P/P0 n/a n/a 0.85 0.95 0.69 0.71 0.73 0.75
4-2
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EXCITATIONS OF LIQUID 4He IN DISORDER AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 014514 ~2004!
As discussed in Sec. II A and shown in Fig. 1, the4He for
fillings up to nlay forms ‘‘dead’’ solid layers on the Vycor
surface that do not support phonon-roton modes. Simila
from a previous study on4He confined in MCM-41,30 we
found that up to a filling corresponding to the beginning
capillary condensation,ncc in Fig. 1, the liquid layers formed
or completed on the top of the first solid layers still do n
support a three-dimensional~3D! phonon-roton mode. The
well-known elementary excitation spectrum becomes m
surable once the capillary condensation has started~fillings
abovencc). At each temperature we assumed that the amo
of liquid 4He that contributes to the phonon-roton intens
is nL5nads2ncc wherenads is the adsorbed amount at th
temperature. We also test this assumption later in the ma
script, when determining the fractionf S(T) of the intensity

FIG. 2. Net scattering intensity from liquid4He in Vycor. Each
subpanel shows spectra at several temperatures at the indicaQ
value.
01451
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in the P-R mode, by usingnL5nads2nlay ~see Fig. 14! and
find that the results are largely unchanged.

D. Superfluid density measurements

The superfluid to normal fluid transition temperature,Tc ,
has been measured by an ultrasonic technique.31 We used a
frequency of 7.64 MHz on a sample that was 13.0 mm lo
The transverse sound speed in the empty Vycor sample
2320 m/s. The sample was completely filled with4He at
saturated vapor pressure. Results for the sound speed re
variation, Dv/v, are shown in Fig. 3. We find a transitio
temperature ofTc52.05 K, somewhat higher than the ofte
quoted32 Tc for 4He in Vycor ~about 1.95 K!. The transition
temperature in literature is found to vary from sample
sample ranging from about 1.94~Ref. 31! to 2.03 K ~Ref.
33!.

III. MODEL AND FITTING

An aim of these measurements was to test whether
dynamic structure factor of confined helium at temperaturT
can be represented as a sum of a ‘‘singular,’’ phonon-ro
excitation component, SS(Q,v;T), weighted by a
temperature-dependent factor,f S(T), plus a ‘‘normal’’ com-
ponent,SN(Q,v):

S~Q,v;T!5 f S~T!SS~Q,v;T!1@12 f S~T!#SN~Q,v!.
~1!

The goal is to determinef S(T) and particularly the tempera
ture at whichf S(T) goes to zero.

The singular component is assumed to arise from the
istence of a condensate in the liquid~as does the superfluid
density!. The normal component is assumed to be
S(Q,v) of normal liquid 4He. In bulk normal liquid4He at
temperaturesT.Tl , S(Q,v) is found to be a broad function
of v and largely independent ofT. Similarly, we found the
presentS(Q,v) in Vycor to be largely independent ofT for
T*2.15 K ~e.g., see Figs. 2 and 10!. Similarly, given the
present instrument resolution (100meV), we find that
S(Q,v) folded with the instrument resolution changes litt
with T below T'1 K.

The singular component is usually34,35taken to be the sum
of a sharply peaked ‘‘single excitation’’ compone

d

FIG. 3. Sound speed variation as a function of temperature
the present sample of Vycor filled with4He at SVP.
4-3
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FRANCESCO ALBERGAMOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 014514 ~2004!
S1(Q,v;T), plus a broad ‘‘multiple excitation’’ componen
SM(Q,v;T). SM(Q,v;T) contributes at energies higher tha
the single excitation energy. In the present measurements
find thatSM(Q,v;T) at low temperature could not be distin
guished from a broad ‘‘background’’ scattering intens
which contributes at all energies~e.g., see Fig. 4!. Thus we
replace SM(Q,v;T) by a broad ‘‘background’’ term
SSB(Q,v), which was assumed to be independent ofT, and
write

SS~Q,v;T!5S1~Q,v;T!1SSB~Q,v!. ~2!

Substituting Eq.~2! into Eq. ~1!, the function we fit to the
data can be written as

FIG. 4. Dynamic structure factor,S(Q,v), of liquid 4He in
Vycor atT50.4 K. S(Q,v) at T50.39 K is represented as the su
of single excitation and background components,S(Q,v)
5S1(Q,v)1SSB(Q,v) as in Eqs.~1! and ~2! with f S(T)51. At
Q51.95 Å21, an additional Gaussian component, representing
layer mode, has been included in the fit to the data.
01451
we

S~Q,v;T!5 f S~T!S1~Q,v;T!1SB~Q,v;T!, ~3!

where

SB~Q,v;T!5 f S~T!SSB~Q,v!1~12 f S~T!!SN~Q,v!.
~4!

Here,SB(Q,v;T) is a broad function ofv with temperature
dependence given entirely byf S(T).

To implement the model we assume that atT50.39 K,
S(Q,v;T)5SS(Q,v;T), that is, f S(0.39)51 and at T
5TN , S(Q,v;T)5SN(Q,v), that is,f S(TN)50. HereTN is
a temperature in the normal phase at which the singular c
ponent is taken to be zero. With this assumption, we t
SN(Q,v) as SE(Q,v;TN), the observed net intensity at
temperatureTN*Tl :

e

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, for Q range 1.55 Å21

<Q<1.80 Å21.
4-4
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SN~Q,v!5SE~Q,v;TN!. ~5!

To test that the eventual results were independent of rea
able choice ofTN , SE(Q,v;TN) at three values ofTN were
used:TN52.40 K, 2.25 K, and 2.15 K. TheSS(Q,v;T) was
determined by fitting it to the observed net scattering int
sity, SE(Q,v;T), at T50.39 K where f S(T)51. In
SS(Q,v;T), S1(Q,v;T) was represented by the usu
damped harmonic oscillator~DHO! function:

S1~Q,v;T!5
ZQ,T@nB~v,T!11#

p H GQ,T

~v2vQ,T!21GQ,T
2

2
GQ,T

~v1vQ,T!21GQ,T
2 J , ~6!

where

nB~v,T![
1

eb\v21
~7!

is the Bose function.vQ,T , GQ,T , andZQ,T are the energy,
half width, and weight of the single phonon-roton excitatio
respectively.

As noted, the componentSSB(Q,v) was obtained by fit-
ting to the observed broad component atT50.39 K. Given
the precision of the present data and the fact thatSSB(Q,v)
is small, we found thatSSB(Q,v) could also be represente
by the broad scattering data atTN in the normal phase accu
rately enough. To simplify the fitting procedure we therefo
usedSSB(Q,v)5x SE(Q,v;TN), where x is a scale factor
determined by fitting to the data atT50.39 K and held in-
dependent ofT.

The fitting has been conducted as follows. We first obt
SN(Q,v) as the observed data atTN . Next, we fitted Eq.~2!
@equivalent to Eq.~1! with f S(T)51] to the low-temperature
data in the range 0.3 meV<\v<2.0 meV. The four free
parameters arex, vQ,T , GQ,T , andZQ,T and some example
of fits are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. ForQ>1.85 Å21, an
additional component~fitted with a Gaussian! is detected in
SS(Q,v;T). This component has been already detected
previous studies on helium in several porous media and
been identified as a 2D layer mode supported by the liq
layers close to the substrate surface.

We then fit the spectra at higher temperatures keepinx
and ZQ,T as fixed quantities and settingGQ,T to the values
found in literature for bulk helium.36,37In previous studies on
helium confined in Vycor as well as in other porous mate
als, GQ,T has been found to be the same as that in b
helium. Thus, for 0.4 K,T,TN , the free parameters ar
vQ,T and f S(T).

In order to consider data with a reasonably strong sing
componentSS(Q,v;T) as compared to theSB(Q,v) compo-
nent and to avoid the Q-range where the 2D component
comes observable, we focussed the analysis on the w
vector range 1.55 Å21<Q<1.80 Å21. Examples of fits to
data in this wave-vector range and for temperaturesT
51.80 K to 2.15 K are shown in Figs. 6–9.
01451
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IV. RESULTS

The observed dynamic structure factor,S(Q,v), of super-
fluid 4He in Vycor atT50.39 K is shown in Fig. 4 at four
wave vectors. A well-defined phonon-roton mode inS(Q,v)
is observed on top of a small, broad intensity. The width
the phonon-roton mode is set by the instrument resolu
width, here'100 meV. At eachQ, S(Q,v) is expressed as
the sum of a single phonon-roton component,S1(Q,v), plus
a broad component,SSB(Q,v), as in Eq.~2! which is fitted
to the data. The resultingS1(Q,v) andSSB(Q,v) are shown
in Fig. 4 as dot-dashed and dotted lines, respectively. At
roton wave vector,Q51.95 Å21, a gaussian component wa
also added to the fit toS(Q,v). This represents the 2D laye
mode that propagates in the liquid layers adjacent to

FIG. 6. S(Q,v;T) of liquid 4He in Vycor at T51.80 K.
S(Q,v;T) is represented as the sum of a single excitation com
nent, f S(T)S1(Q,v;T), plus a broad componentSB(Q,v;T) as in
Eqs.~3! and ~4!.
4-5
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FRANCESCO ALBERGAMOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 014514 ~2004!
Vycor walls. This mode is observed with resolvable intens
for wave vectors near the rotonQ only.

Figures 6–10 showS(Q,v;T) of liquid 4He in Vycor for
wave vectors 1.55 Å21<Q<1.80 Å21 and temperaturesT
51.80–2.40 K. In Fig. 6 we see a well-defined phono
roton mode atT51.80 K. The single phonon-roton compo
nent, S1(Q,v;T), of S(Q,v;T) is represented by the
dashed-dotted line in Fig. 6. The totalS(Q,v;T) is repre-
sented asS(Q,v;T)5 f S(T) S1(Q,v;T)1SB(Q,v;T) as
given in Eqs. ~3! and ~4!. As temperature increases, th
weight f S(T) in the single phonon-roton mode decreases
til there is a small or absent phonon-roton mode weigh
S(Q,v;T) at T52.15 K ~see Figs. 7–9!. An important find-
ing is that there is clearly a phonon-roton mode atT
52.05 K. At T52.25 K, there is no observable phono
roton mode in the data.

In the fitting of Eqs.~3! and ~4! to the data, the phonon
roton energyvQ,T and the weightf S(T) are free parameters

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6, forT51.95 K.
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The resultingvQ,T are shown in Fig. 11 along with the bul
superfluid 4He vQ,T at low T. The vQ,T at low T in Vycor
agree well with the bulk values at lowT except that the
Vycor vQ,T are somewhat lower atQ51.55 Å21 and some-
what higher atQ51.80 Å21. This suggests that the liquid
density of liquid 4He in Vycor at partial fillings is somewha
lower than the bulk value.

Figure 12 shows the fractionf S(T) of the weight of
S(Q,v;T) that lies in the single phonon-roton mode f
wave vectors 1.55 Å21<Q<1.85 Å21 at four temperatures
Within the error of determination,f S(T) is independent ofQ.
In the fitting of Eqs.~3! and ~4! to the data to determine
f S(T), the temperatureTN of the ‘‘normal’’ phase where
f S(T) must go to zero was taken asTN52.40 K. At each
temperature shown in Fig. 12, theS(Q,v;T) was normalized
by the amount of liquid in the Vycor,nL5nads2ncc.

Figure 13 shows the average off S(T) over theQ values
depicted in Fig. 12.f S(T) at temperatures between 1.80

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 6, forT52.05 K.
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and 2.15 K are shown. To test the sensitivity off S(T) to the
value ofTN selected in the fitting,f S(T) for three values of
TN are shown. Sincef S(T) must be zero atTN , there is some
dependence off S(T) on TN at higher temperaturesT ap-
proachingTN . However, the basic finding forf S(T) is inde-
pendent ofTN , which is the fact that the weightf S(T) in the
single phonon-roton mode tracksrs(T) in bulk liquid 4He
much more closely than it doesrs(T) of 4He in Vycor. The
solid line in Fig. 13 showsrs(T) for bulk liquid 4He. The
arrow showsTc in the present sample of Vycor used to obta
the neutron-scattering data reported here. The present sa
has a critical temperatureTc52.05 K wherers(Tc)50. Also
shown is thers(T) observed by Chanet al.32 in independent
measurements on a different Vycor sample which has aTc of
Tc51.95 K. Zassenhaus and Reppy33 have recently reported
values of Tc of 2.03 K for Vycor. Clearly, there is som
variation of Tc from sample to sample of Vycor. Howeve

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 6, forT52.15 K.
01451
ple

the Tc of the present Vycor sample for whichf S(T) is re-
ported isTc52.05 K.

From Fig. 13, we see that atT52.05 K wherers(T)50
for the present sample, there is still a well-defined phon
roton excitation. Indeed atT52.05 K nearly 40% of the in-
tensity in S(Q,v;T) is in the phonon-roton mode@ f S(T)
'0.4#. There appears to be a phonon-roton mode in Vyco
temperatures up toT'Tl52.17 K. The existence of a
phonon-roton mode up toT'Tl in Vycor suggests that ther
is a condensate in liquid4He in Vycor aboveTc , up to a
temperatureT'Tl .

Finally, to test the sensitivity off S(T) to the normaliza-
tion of the totalS(Q,v;T), we chose the normalizing liquid
volume asnL5nads2nlay rather thannL5nads2ncc. The val-
ues off S(T) obtained usingnL5nads2nlay are shown in Fig.
14. Comparing Figs. 13 and 14, we see thatf S(T) is not very

FIG. 10. S(Q,v;T) of liquid 4He in Vycor at T.Tl . Open
symbols with error bars,T52.25 K; solid line,T52.40 K.
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sensitive to the choice ofnL and the basic finding that ther
are well-defined phonon-rotons at higher temperatureT
aboveTc in Vycor is unchanged.

V. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION

The data presented here shows that liquid4He in Vycor
supports a single phonon-roton~P-R! excitation at tempera
tures aboveTc52.05 K for wave vectorsQ.1 Å21. For
example, a single P-R peak is observed inS(Q,v;T) for
1.55<Q<1.8 Å21 and T5 2.05 K as shown in Fig. 8
Since liquid 4He supports an observable P-R mode at hig
Q because there is a condensate, this finding suggests
there is a condensate in liquid4He in Vycor aboveTc . This
condensate is probably localized to favorable regions in
Vycor at temperatures aboveTc . Neutron scattering is a loca
probe and can observe excitations supported in these isl
of BEC. These islands of BEC are probably surrounded
regions of normal liquid.

To characterize the weight of the P-R mode inS(Q,v;T),
we fitted Eq. ~3! to the observedS(Q,v;T). In Eq. ~3!,
S1(Q,v;T) is the single P-R component. It is represented
a peaked function~a DHO function!. The DHO has a
temperature-dependent energyvQ,T and half widthGQ,T but
its weightZQ,T is held independent ofT. Thus the weight of
S1(Q,v;T) in S(Q,v;T) as a function of temperature i

FIG. 11. Excitation energyvQ,T in the Q range of interest for
several temperatures; solid line indicates bulk values for low te
perature. Results forT52.05 K show typical magnitude of error.

FIG. 12. Results for the fitting parameterf S(T) when TN

52.40 K. Circles,T51.80 K; squares,T51.95 K; upward tri-
angles,T52.05 K; and downward triangles,T52.15 K.
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carried entirely byf S(T). SB(Q,v;T) is a temperature de
pendent, broad function ofv defined above in Eq.~4! which
represents the broad components ofS(Q,v;T). Fits of Eq.
~3! to the data yield the weightsf S(T) of S1(Q,v;T) in
S(Q,v;T) shown in Figs. 13 and 14. These figures show t
f S(T) goes to zero at'Tl52.17 K rather than atTc
52.05 K. Indeed f S(T) scales with T approximately as
rs(T) in bulk liquid 4He. Since, as noted above, an obse
able P-R mode at higherQ arises because there is a conde
sate, this scaling is interpreted as showing that there
condensate in Vycor aboveTc and up to'Tl . Certainly,
f S(T) in Vycor does not scale asrs(T) in Vycor. In bulk
liquid 4He, the f S(T) is generally found to scale approx
mately asrs(T) for the bulk as well and all the indication
are that the condensate fractionn0(T) and rs(T) in bulk
liquid 4He go to zero at the same temperatureTl .

Other fitting procedures are possible. The chief differen
between the present and other procedures is the choice o
‘‘broad’’ function SB(Q,v;T). Provided the DHO and
SB(Q,v;T) are sufficiently different, the same general d
pendence off S(T) on temperature would be obtained
other procedures as found here.

The above findings are interpreted as follows. Liquid4He

-

FIG. 13. Fitting parameterf S(T) obtained as an average ove
the f S(T) for the Q values shown in Fig. 12 for fitting scheme
described in the text~using nL5nads2ncc and severalTN). The
solid and dotted lines show the superfluid fraction for bulk sup
fluid 4He ~Refs. 39, 38! and for 4He confined in Vycor~Ref. 32!,
respectively. The arrow shows the superfluid to normal fluid tran
tion temperature,Tc , for the present Vycor sample~see Sec. II D!.

FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 13, for fitting schemes described in
text ~usingnL5nads2nlay and severalTN).
4-8
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in Vycor aboveTl is interpreted as a completely normal flu
~no BEC, no superflow!. As in bulk liquid 4He, S(Q,v;T)
for Q>1 Å21 in Vycor aboveTl is a broad, featureles
function ofv which changes little with further increase inT.
As T is lowered throughTl , BEC begins to take place in
favorable regions in the Vycor~e.g., in the larger pore vol
umes!. For temperaturesT, Tc<T<Tl , the regions support
ing a condensate are separated by regions of normal fl
The normal regions will be in the smaller pores, in irregu
regions or in pores containing debris. The islands of B
probably have length scales of order 30–50 Å. At least th
must be large enough to support an excitation of wave len
of '10 Å. There will be phase coherence within the islan
of BEC. As T is lowered further belowTl , the dimensions
of the regions of BEC increase until atTc the islands coa-
lesce. At Tc there is phase coherence across the wh
sample and superflow across the whole sample can be
served as in a torsional oscillator experiment or as in a m
surement of sound velocity across the whole sample as m
here to determineTc .

Models of BEC and superfluidity in disorder and of s
perconductivity in disorder suggest the above picture. Hu
and Meng3 examine both BEC and superfluidity in a Bo
gas in disorder. For white-noise disorder introduced by po
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impurities randomly distributed in the gas, they a
others6,8,9,40 find that the superfluid density is suppress
more by disorder than is the condensate fraction. In an
portant paper, Astrakharchik, Boronat, Casulleras, a
Giorgini8 extend these results to liquid densities and stro
disorder using Monte Carlo methods. They find that the
perfluid density can be driven to zero by the disorder wh
the condensate fraction can remain finite. For a Bose ga
disorder, Lopatin and Vinokur9 propose that there are region
in temperature where there is BEC but no superfluidity. Sim
larly there are models of superconductivity in high-Tc mate-
rials ~disordered materials! which display regions of super
conductivity separated by normal regions.18 These are
regions of finite-energy gap separated by regions of zero
ergy gap. The above picture also has analogies w
Josephson-junction arrays.23,24
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